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Yesterday, July 4 , the United States of America celebrated the 245  anniversary of the Declaration

of Independence from British rule, and the �rst anniversary of the declaring independence from

COVID-19 with coast-to-coast �reworks and mask-less and social distance free celebrations galore

as a weary nation partied like it was 2019.

While time will tell whether declaring independence from COVID-19 was premature, one cannot ar-

gue that we are not in a better position this year than we were at the time a year ago.

In addition to �reworks, another truly American

Fourth of July tradition is a celebration of gluttony in

the form of the Nathan’s Famous Hot Dog Eating
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The US celebrated the 245th anniversary of the Declaration

of Independence from British rule, and the �rst anniversary of

the declaring independence from COVID-19 with coast-to-

coast �reworks as a weary nation partied like it was 2019.
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In addition to �reworks, another truly American Fourth of

July tradition is a celebration of gluttony in the form of the

Nathan’s Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest.
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Contest.

Each year competitive eaters descend upon Coney

Island, New York and stuff their faces with as many

hot dogs and buns as they can while the world

watches with a mix of excitement and disgust on

ESPN.

This year, when all of the bun crumbs settled, Joey

Chestnut, the world record holder with 76 hot dogs

and buns consumed, earned his 14th Mustard Belt ti-

tle in 16 years.

While part of me refuses to accept Joey Chestnut as my hot dog champion ever since the question-

able dealings that led to the ousting of Takeru Kobayashi in 2010, I fall well short of driving around

town with a “Joey is not my Champion” �ag waving from a pickup truck.

For starters, all of the eligible hot dogs and buns were

counted in a free and fair hot dog contest, and second,

I don’t own a pickup truck or a �ag.

So, while each July 4  I pour a little deli mustard out

for Kobayashi, I �nd no need for a recount from the

Cyber Buns.

But I digress, this is not a column about Chestnut and

Kobayashi. This is not even a column about the ways

Americans �aunt their abundance of riches on the

world stage while many other nations beg for life sav-

ing vaccines that a wide swath of Americans refuse to

take.

Instead, this is a column about my love of eating hot

dogs at the Ballpark. Over the course of my life, I have

eaten my fair share of dogs from coast to coast. I cannot wait until I return to a Ballpark to consume

another cased meat treat.

It is always best to not dig too deeply inside the casing of the hot dog. While I try to eat healthier hot

dogs, at some point, one has to realize that one does not eat a hot dog as part of a health and wellness

plan.
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Hot dogs, like America at the moment, are a hot mess full of

competing ideas and doctrines and various parts of animals,

yet somehow when they are combined together and boiled,

fried or grilled the various parts of the hot dog make culinary

magic.
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Nope, hot dogs, like America at the moment, are a hot mess full of competing ideas and doctrines and

various parts of animals. However,  somehow when they are combined together and boiled, fried or

grilled, the various parts of the hot dog make culinary magic.

Perhaps if more people thought of America like a hot

dog, there would be less divisions along party lines. I

mean if fans of the San Francisco Giants can eat a

Dodger Dog in the Ballpark of their most hated rival

Los Angeles Dodgers, there really is hope for the rest

of society to bond over a coney, or as some people

prefer to call them a wiener.

America has been called a great melting pot but how

how much tastier it becomes when that pot is �lled

with steamed hot dogs and buns.

Major League Eating (MLE), has sanctioned the

Nathan’s Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest since 1997,

and while I will never be a member of that sanctioning

body, I am nonetheless a Major League eater. At least

a Major League Baseball eater.

In addition to eating hot dogs at dozens of Minor League Baseball and Spring Training Ballparks

through the years, I have consumed hot dogs at seven MLB Ballparks.

My �rst professional Ballpark hot dog was an Esskay hot dog at Memorial Stadium in Baltimore,

Maryland for a Baltimore Orioles versus Philadelphia Phillies game. In hindsight, it is �tting that my

Ballpark hot dog tradition would start watching a game where one of the teams came from the city

where the Declaration of Independence was signed.

As a side note, Esskay hotdogs are so popular in Birdland that they are shipped down from Maryland

to the Orioles Spring Training ballpark in Florida each year lest the Orioles fans be forced to consume

a different type of hot dog.

My other MLB hot dogs were consumed at the home Ballparks of

the Rays, Astros, Rangers, Rockies, Angels and Dodgers.

It was during trips to Dodger Stadium that I truly experienced the

elevated Ballpark hot dog experience in the form of the famous, or

in some circles, infamous Dodger Dog.
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The Dodger Dog is such a big deal in Los

Angeles that Dodger Stadium features stat-

ues of a hot dog mascot.
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Los Angeles Dodgers fans consumed 2.7 million hot dogs in

2019. While I did not contribute to the 2019 numbers, I did

eat my fair share of Dodger Dogs during the 2018 season.

Sometimes I even ate my Dodger Dog with a fork and knife on

a real plate.
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While I did not spend yesterday in a Ballpark, I went to the lo-

The Dodger Dog is such a big deal in Los Angeles that Dodger

Stadium features statues of a hot dog mascot. The Dodger Dog is

available steamed, grilled, or fried. And starting in 2021, a plant-

based Dodger Dog was even added to the lineup.

Of course, all is not copacetic in the house that Vin Scully built as

the long-time meat packing supplier of the Dodger Dog did not

have their contract renewed after the 2019 season.

That means that for the �rst time in nearly 50 years the Dodger

Dog will not taste the same. At least the Dodgers got a World

Series title in 2020 to soften the blow of losing the Farmer John Dodger Dog.

Time will tell whether the new Dodger Dog rallies the faithful in the same way as its predecessor.

I am not alone in my love of hot dogs. According to

hot-dog.org, Americans spent more than $7.68 Billion

on hot dogs and sausages in US supermarkets in 2020.

Los Angeles was tops on the hot dog and sausage con-

sumption scale, which kind of blows SoCal’s rep of be-

ing all about avocado toast and juice cleanses.

Going back to hot-dog.org, one learns that Los

Angeles residents consume about 30 million pounds

of hot dogs annually. Los Angeles Dodgers fans con-

sumed 2.7 million hot dogs in 2019. Across the major

leagues, fans enjoyed 18.3 million hot dogs during the

2019 season.

My memory is a bit foggy from the nitrates to know how many of those 18.3 million hotdogs I con-

sumed in 2019.

While I did not spend yesterday in a Ballpark, I went to

the local hot dog shop and selected a New York dog, a

polish sausage, a Chicago dog, and two chili cheese

coneys to continue my dog on the Fourth of July tradi-

tion.

The hot dogs were tasty, but they de�nitely had me
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cal hot dog shop and selected a New York dog, a polish

sausage, a Chicago dog, and two chili cheese coneys to con-

tinue my dog on the Fourth of July tradition.
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During a trip to Denver’s Coors Field, I became a member of

the Mile High Hot Dog Club during a game between the

Rockies and Marlins. That’s a thing right?

Photo R. Anderson

yearning for the Ballpark experience. I don’t know

when I will see a Ballgame in person again, but I do

know that when I do, a hot dog will be involved. I am

hoping to visit a favorite Ballpark in September. Until

then, my occasional hot dog cravings will be satis�ed through drive thru windows.

I doubt the founding fathers had hot dogs and base-

ball diamonds in mind when they decided to break

away from the British in 1776, but I am certainly glad

that they did declare independence to allow such

things to occur in the centuries that followed.

Otherwise, activities today might be �lled with watch-

ing cricket and shouting “pip, pip” while sipping Earl

Grey tea, hot.

Not that there is anything wrong with cricket or Earl

Grey tea mind you, it just doesn’t have the same ap-

peal as a cold Dr Pepper and a tube of mostly meat in a

bun covered in relish and onions.

Now if you’ll excuse me, all this talk about hot dogs is making me hungry.

Copyright 2021 R. Anderson
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